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Reciprocal markers are known to display a high degree of polysemy across languages (Frajzyngier
and Curl, 1999; Nedjalkov, 2007). We discuss an apparent case of iterative-reciprocal polysemy
in Logoori (Luhya, Bantu; JE41): -an can signal an iterated event (1) or a reciprocal situation (2).

(1) Sira
1Sira

y-ashiamul-an-i
1-sneeze-AN-FV

‘Sira sneezed repeatedly.’

(2) avaana
2child

va-lol-an-i
2-see-AN-FV

‘The children saw each other.’

We argue that -an is not polysemous (nor accidentally homophonous). Rather, -an is a cumulative
pluralizer of single-participant events, a meaning we show to be transparently expressed in (1)
and a component of the meaning in (2). Our analysis has implications for the various patterns of
reciprocal “polysemy” in (Narrow) Bantu and generally cross-linguistically.
Iterative use. In its iterative use, -an expresses a cumulative plural event. For instance, (1) is
felicitous if Sira sneezed multiple times in a row (had a fit of sneezing), but not if he just sneezed
multiple times over the course of the day. Additionally, -an selects for single-participant events.
This is trivially satisfied when combining with verbs like -ashiamul-, ‘sneeze,’ -vezagil- ‘belch,’
etc. The restriction becomes apparent when considering two types of derived intransitives: anti-
causatives (-ik) vs. passives (-w). -an may only combine with an anticausative derived intransitive.

(3) mpira
3ball

gu-ras-ik-an-i
3-throw-AC-AN-FV

(*na
by

Sira)
Sira

‘The ball was thrown repeatedly (by
Sira).’ i.e. “It was juggled.”

(4) * mpira
2ball

gu-ras-w-an-i
3-throw-PASS-AN-FV

(na
by

Sira)
Sira

Anticausatives in Logoori (as elsewhere), may only involve a single event-participant, thus cannot
license a by-phrase (Gluckman and Bowler, 2016; Schäfer, 2008).
Reciprocal use. Our core observation is that reciprocal situations are also thought to describe
cumulative plural, single-participant events (Kemmer, 1993; Lichtenberk, 1999). (2) involves
a cumulative plural event in that it is felicitous if Sira saw Imali and Imali saw Sira, and these
events are perceived to be sub-events of a macro-event mapped to a time (i.e., 10am Monday),
but would not be felicitous if Sira saw Imali on Monday, and then Imali saw Sira on Tuesday.
(2) involves a single participant because we are considering the relation between a (plural) event
of seeing and a (plural) NP (avaana, ‘the children’), and the NP is mapped to both the subject
and object role (Kemmer, 1993) a.o. Beyond this, many of the common hallmarks of reciprocity
are also found in Logoori. There are locality and c-command constraints on the antecedent, i.e.,
Condition A. Moreover, -an is associated with both weak and strong readings. (2) is true in
context where each child saw at least one other child and vice versa (weak), and is also true when
each child saw every other child, and vice versa (cf Dalrymple et al. 1994). In these respects, -an’s
reciprocal behavior is consistent with cognate Bantu suffixes (Dalrymple et al., 1994; Maslova,
2007). We note that unlike other (Narrow) Bantu languages with an -an reciprocal, Logoori does
not allow a discontinuous reciprocal/associative construction.

(5) Sira a-na-pend-an-a na Imali (Swahili)
* Sira

1Sira
y-a-yanz-an-a
1-PRES-love-AN-FV

na
and

Imali
Imali

(Logoori)

‘Sira and Imali love each other’
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Analysis. We define -an as a cumulative event pluralizer (from Krifka 1989) of single-participant
events. This is what is transparently expressed in its iterative use (6a). (In the paper, we provide a
richer semantics that treats the single-participant requirement as a presupposition.)

(6) �-an� = λP. ∃e,e ′ [P (e) & P (e ′) & e 6= e ′ & ∀e,e ′[P (e) & P (e ′)
→ P (e ⊕e ′) & MAX(e ⊕e ′) has a single participant]]

VP〈v,t〉

Sira yashiamul-
Sira sneezed

PL
an

a. VP〈v,t〉

DPi

avaana
the children

V
valol-

see

DPi

avaana
the children

PL
an

b.

-an appears in reciprocal
structures (6b) as it is the
mechanism used in Lo-
goori for cumulatively plu-
ralizing single-participant
events, and this is a mean-
ing component of reci-
procity. Since -an only ex-
presses a subset of overall
reciprocal meaning, we as-
sume an additional mecha-
nism for deriving the weak
vs. strong readings. In par-

ticular, it’s observed that sentences with a plural subject and a plural object also have weak vs.
strong readings (Langendoen, 1978; Beck, 2001) a.m.o.

(7) avikura
2boy

va-vagaa
2-three

va-lol-i
2-see-FV

avakana
2girl

va-vagaa
2-three

‘Three boys saw three girls.’

Weak: Each boy saw at least one girl, and
each girl was seen by at least one boy.
Strong: Each boy saw each girl, and each
girl was seen by each boy.

Since (6b) also has a plural subject and a plural object (which happen to be identical), it is subject to
whatever process derives the weak vs. strong readings in (7). (We are agnostic as to which specific
theory, among many.) Thus, reciprocity is “cobbled together” as a result of various independent
mechanisms. Observe that on our account, Condition A (locality and c-command) is effectively
a by-product of the proposal. Non-local and non-c-commanding antecedents violate the single-
participant requirement for -an. We support our analysis with evidence from ditransitives and
morphology, showing that whether -an has an iterative vs. reciprocal meaning correlates with how
it interacts with valency increasing/decreasing structure and morphology.
In perspective. Based on the typological findings of (Nedjalkov, 2007), we hypothesize that such
“cobbling together” is a general strategy for encoding reciprocity cross-linguistically: languages
grammaticalize (or recruit morphology for) sub-parts of reciprocal meaning. In Logoori, the cu-
mulative plural event is grammaticalized, and additional processes provide the relation among in-
dividuals (cf Davies 2000). Reflexive-reciprocal polysemous markers grammaticalize the relation
among individuals of the event-participant (cf Murray 2008). Sociative-reciprocal polysemous
markers grammaticalize the cumulative nominal plurality (cf Sternefeld 1998). For each of the
languages, we expect other independently motivated processes to “pick up the slack.”
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